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Science March 7, 1986:
«to read the entire human genome»



 3 billions of dollars

 13 years (1988-2001)

Human Genome Project





human assembly instructions



use, function and repair instructions



planned obsolescence



Maternal
mitochondrial
DNA 16.500 bp

Maternal
nuclear DNA

3.070.000.000 bp

Paternal nuclear DNA 
3.070.000.000 or
2.970.000.000 bp

all the cells in our body have 
the same DNA

nucleus



NovaSeq6000 

6,000,000,000,000 bp/40 hours

= 40 seconds/ billion DNA bp

7$/ billion DNA bp

Genome Analyzer II

4,000,000,000 bp/7 days

= 42 hours/ billion DNA bp

350$/ billion DNA bp

2008 20172002

96-capillary 3730xl DNA Analyzer

2,100,000 bp/day

= 476 days / billion DNA bp

2,000,000$/ billion DNA bp



from the human genome to the genomes of humans



4.4 Millions
DNA variations  

compared to the 
reference genome

The individual genome
next generation sequencing



errors in copying DNA

insertional mutagenesis
viral DNA

corrupted DNA (aging)



relative frequency of de novo

achondroplasia for different paternal ages



the number of male germ-cell divisions





one de novo mutation

absent absent



errors are the source of human variability

>12,000 structural variations
changing chapters/books

‘We know what we are, but know not what 
we may be’

‘We know what we care, but know not 
what we may be’

>4,000,000 small variations
changing single letters



There is a continuous spectrum of phenotypic effects of DNA variations, 
from adaptive traits to embryonic lethality



Telethon Undiagnosed Program



may be a new genetic 
disease? clinical check up

sequencing and 
matching

Patient expectations: accessibility, diagnosis, sharing, communication

data sharing
validation

genetic disease can be 
diagnosed in specific 

centers

genetic disease is well 
known and patients receive 

diagnosis

diagnosis of a 
mutation in a disease 

gene

return of results and 
counselling



two mutations in the same gene
40-50% intellectual disability

heterozygous healthy carriers



You can follow one DNA variant out of 4 Millions, but you cannot forget 
all the other agonist and antagonist variations

billions of genomes data are required to solve part of the association



It arises when a person has a large amount of data at 
disposal, but only focuses on a small subset of that data

The Texas Sharpshooter Fallacy



catechol-O-methyltransferase (COMT) gene
Val158 alleles may be associated with an advantage in the processing of aversive stimuli (warrior 
strategy)
Met158 alleles may be associated with an advantage in memory and attention tasks (worrier 
strategy)

This gene has 949 different variants and 45 copy number variants





autosomal recessive cerebellar ataxia, mental retardation, and dysequilibrium
syndrome-2 with homozygous p.P856L

Uner Tan Syndrome : reverse 
evolution



PCR-free WGS of trios

long range information, 

phasing, structural variant 

detection

and copy number 

determination




